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Chapter 1779: Backslash 

So, where should she stay for tonight? While she was thinking, she did not realize that she had been 

surrounded by the police. She stood up and saw the police officers. 

"Miss Duan Chunhua, I assume?" The police officer asked politely. 

"No! I am not!" Duan Chunhua shook her head. 

She wanted to escape. So, she turned around to run away. However, she was stunned when she saw 

several police officers blocking her path. "Miss Duan Chunhua, I am arresting you for the crime you 

committed. Please stop struggling and follow us to the police station." One of the police officers stated. 

Duan Chunhua lost her spirit. She sat on the ground, looking down. The police officer signalled others to 

handcuff her and take her away. Duan Chunhua who already lost her spirit, just let the police officer 

handcuff her hands. The onlookers who watched the situation took out their phones and took a video of 

Duan Chunhua getting arrested. One of them posted it on the internet. Since the news was still hot, a lot 

of people still paid attention to it. "Justice served." 

"She dared steal from the Tang Family and expected to be freed." 

"I wonder how much money she got stealing things like that." 

However, there were some people who took pity on Duan Chunhua when they saw the video. 

"I wonder if it is true that this woman stole from the Tang Family?" 

"Commenter above, don't take the book from its cover. You should know that." 

"Tang Family has the evidence. I think they make their report. That is why the police just caught Duan 

Chunhua right now." 

"Tang Family just fired her without any legal action. However, she is the one who decides to say 

something horrible about Tang Family. She had to pay its consequence." 

"I am someone who works as a maid at Tang Residence. Tang Family is very good to their employees. 

They never treat their employees rudely and never act arrogant in front of their employees. I am feeling 

happy to work here." Several comments like this started to appear. Yes, they were the employees who 

worked at Tang Residence. They did not like when people like Duan Chunhua ruined their employers' 

reputations by lying to others like this. So, they stepped out and let people know about this matter. The 

police officer called Yu Qi when they caught Yu Qi. Yu Qi told the police officer that she wanted to see 

Duan Chunhua once. Yu Qi went to the police officer. "Miss Tang." The police officer greeted her. 

"Hello." Yu Qi greeted back. "Where is she?" 

"This way, Miss Tang." The police officer led the way to Duan Chunhua. 

Duan Chunhua was placed in the room where the police interrogated the criminal. Duan Chunhua was 

seated staring blankly at the table. Yu Qi entered the room. She sat in front of Duan Chunhua. Duan 

Chunhua still did not have any reaction. "Miss Duan." Yu Qi called Duan Chunhua. 



Hearing someone call her name, Duan Chunhua reacted. She lifted her face and looked at the person 

who called her name. She seemed to be surprised when she saw Yu Qi sitting in front of her. "You..." 

Duan Chunhua was feeling angry. 

"Miss Duan, I wonder why did you try to write something like that about my family?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Your family fired me. I want to pay back." Duan Chunhua was still angry with the termination. "I see... 

Then, let me ask you one more thing. Why do you blame me that day? I never see you before. " Yu Qi 

still remembered when Duan Chunhua blamed everything on her. "I hate you. Why only you can get 

anything that you want while I need to work hard to get it?" Duan Chunhua shouted. 

"Just because of that?" Yu Qi asked. 

"You should be like me since we are orphans." Duan Chunhua said. 

"But I heard you still have a family." Yu Qi said. 

Duan Chunhua stayed silent. "Well, I think I don't have anything to say to you anymore." Yu Qi stood up. 

Duan Chunhua became panicked. She thought Yu Qi came here to ask about the person who wrote the 

post about Tang Family. She was hoping to use that to reduce her punishment. 

"Wait." Duan Chunhua said when Yu Qi started to turn around. 

Yu Qi stopped and looked back at Duan Chunhua again. "Yes? Is there anything else you want to add?" 

"You don't want to know about the person behind me?" Duan Chunhua asked, spilling the bean that she 

had people who helped her before. 

Yu Qi smiled. "You don't have to worry about that. I can find out about that by myself. I don't need you 

for that." Duan Chunhua froze. "Then... why are you coming to see me then?" 

"Huh? I am just asking what I want to know from you earlier." Yu Qi stated. 

"That's it?" Duan Chunhua could not believe her ears. "Hmm... That's it. Anything more and less." Yu Qi 

smiled. 

"Then, what should I do then?" Duan Chunhua's voice was starting to shake. 

"Just wait for your punishment." Yu Qi said. 

Duan Chunhua stood up. She rushed to grab Yu Qi. However, she was restrained by the standby police 

officers. "Please no! Don't leave me here. I don't want to stay here anymore. Please. I will do anything 

for you. Please help me!" Duan Chunhua cried for Yu Qi's mercy. 

 


